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India is expected to become the fifth largest manufacturing country in the world 
by the end of 2020 with advanced manufacturing and engineering forming a 
central pillar in the Government of India’s economic vision.  

Keynote initiative ‘Make in India’ aims to make India a high-value and efficient 
global manufacturing hub where manufacturing generates 100 million jobs and 
25% of India’s GDP by 2022, up from 16% currently.1 Success will require a 
significant gear-change in India’s economy.

India’s strategy is about quantity and quality, as Make in India incorporates  
hi-tech manufacturing and industry 4.0 at its heart. This is already bearing fruit 
with global giants including Perkins Engines, Rolls-Royce, JCB, BAE Systems, 
and Renishaw all setting up manufacturing plants in India, attracted by growing 
skills, an expanding market, and the growing potential of India as an exporting 
hub.

There is immense opportunity here for UK businesses to emerge as strategic 
partners, helping India meet its ambition. The UK is not simply a leader in 
advanced manufacturing, but an innovator pioneering Industry 4.0. 

This is where the UK and India’s capabilities, needs, and ambitions align. 
The story, however, is not as simple as ensuring demand meets supply. Real 
market-access barriers remain, preventing both business and Government from 
maximising our collaborative potential.

These market-access barriers fall under four headings: Government to 
Government engagement; tariffs and taxation; the operating environment; and 
future technologies.

This report sheds light on opportunities for UK-India collaboration and barriers 
where strategic reform could prove immensely powerful for improving the ease 
of doing business and subsequently, accelerate India’s journey to becoming a 
21st century manufacturing superpower. 

INTRODUCTION

Sources

1. Central Statistics Office, 
First Advance Estimates of 
National Income 2018-19, 
2019
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METHODOLOGY

This report is grounded in extensive interactions with both Indian and  
UK-based advanced manufacturing and engineering businesses.  
In particular, we draw insights from:

• repeated in-depth discussions with our advanced manufacturing, 
engineering, aerospace, and defence-sector members through dedicated 
consultations and events;

• responses to a high-level survey of advanced manufacturing businesses 
on the opportunities and barriers they experience, and how to improve the 
operating environment;

• recommendations and action points from the UK-India CEO Forum; and
• responses from businesses in the sector to the 2018 UKIBC Ease of Doing 

Business survey.

This report therefore represents a comprehensive and contemporary picture 
of doing business in the UK-India corridor for advanced manufacturing and 
engineering businesses.
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THE MANUFACTURING LANDSCAPE IN INDIA

Advanced manufacturing in India is diverse with Make in India covering  
25 different sectors. Across many of these industries, the direction of travel is 
world leading, with many opportunities for UK firms to play a significant role in 
fulfilling India’s success story. A quick snapshot shows us why.

AEROSPACE & DEFENCE
If there is a single ‘sunrise sector’ in India, it is aerospace and defence 
manufacturing. As a result of the 2019-20 ‘Interim Budget’, defence spending 
will surpass INR 300,000 crore (USD 42 billion) for the first time, representing 
one of the world’s largest defence budgets and opening significant opportunities 
for foreign collaboration.2

Indeed, the Ministry of Defence approved the ‘Strategic Partnership’ model 
enabling Indian companies to launch joint ventures with foreign counterparts 
in manufacturing submarines, fighter jets, helicopters, and armoured 
vehicles. This extends to joint ventures with multinational original-equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs). This model has the potential to engender a hi-tech 
defence manufacturing ecosystem in India.

Restrictions on defence FDI are also being reviewed to extend automatic routes 
to forming joint ventures from 49% of the partnership to 51%. 

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
The Indian automotive industry became the fourth largest in the world in 2017, 
with the Government’s Automotive Mission Plan aiming to raise the automotive 
industry’s GDP contribution to over 12% by 2026.3 

Towards this it has: implemented an ‘end of life’ policy for old vehicles; set up 
National Automotive Testing and R&D Infrastructure; and launched a further 
series of Industry 4.0 – ‘SAMARTH Udyog’ - Centres to help SMEs implement 
automation. Electric vehicles will soon be introduced in public transport whilst 
NITI Aayog’s Emobility Plan further proposes that by 2030 only electric vehicles 
should be sold in India.

ENERGY
Big strides have been made to improve access and reliability of India’s energy 
supply. Having made an unprecedented jump in the World Bank’s Ease of Doing 
Business ‘Getting Electricity’ rankings from 137th place in 2014 to 24th in 2018, 
India boasts one of the world’s most diverse energy sectors.

Renewable and low-carbon energy is the future of India’s power transformation, 
with the Government aiming to achieve 175 GW renewable capacity by 2022. 
This includes a new Hydropower Policy, a USD 238 million ‘National Mission’ 
to advance cleaner-coal technologies, custom and excise duty benefits to the 
solar rooftop sector, and the approval of 47 solar parks with over 26,000 MW 
capacity.4

Sources

2. UK India Business 
Council, Highlights from 
India’s ‘Interim Budget’, 
2019
3. India Brand Equity 
Foundation, Automobile 
Industry in India, 2019
4. India Brand Equity 
Foundation, Renewable 
Energy Industry in India, 
2019
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By 2040, it is expected that nearly 50% of India’s total electricity will be generated 
from renewable sources, making India the fourth most attractive renewable 
energy market in the world. 

SCIENCE AND RESEARCH 
India ranks sixth for scientific publications and in the top 10 for patents globally, 
with the number of patents filed by Indian scientists and inventors increasing 
year-on-year.5 The Government has significantly expanded the number and 
capacity of research centres across multiple sectors, including business 
incubators to commercialise research output.

With 1,000 new companies incorporated in 2017, India is the world's third largest 
technology start-up hub, and has consistently moved up the Global Innovation 
Index to rank 57th in 2018.6

This offers just a snapshot into the immense opportunity and initiatives being 
generated in India necessary for Manufacturing to not just keep pace with India’s 
economic growth, but drive it.

Sources

5. World Intellectual 
Property Organisation, 
World Intellectual Property 
Indicators, 2017
6. Global Innovation Index 
Report 2018
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THE UK’S ADVANCED
MANUFACTURING FUTURE

The UK’s advanced manufacturing and engineering offer is grounded in research 
and innovation. Consistently in the Global Innovation Index top five, the UK is 
home to the most productive science base in the G7 with a technology sector 
larger than the rest of Europe’s combined. 

The UK’s internationally-orientated and digitally driven expertise is therefore 
world-leading across numerous advanced manufacturing and engineering 
sectors of strategic importance to India. 

The UK automotive sector is Europe’s largest investor in research and 
development with supply chains embracing digital technology developments to 
deliver productivity gains, innovative products, quality improvements, greater 
flexibility, and shorter times to market. Indeed, around GBP 2.4 billion is invested 
in automotive research and development every year in the UK. As a result, the 
UK’s vehicle plants are, on average, the most productive in Europe. 

A powerful example of the UK’s automotive innovation leadership is its 
commanding position in connected and autonomous vehicles (CAV) with more 
than GBP 500 million committed by industry and Government to CAV testing 
and taking products to market.7 

The UK’s aerospace sector is the second largest in the world, with a GBP 31 
billion annual turnover generating over 250,000 jobs. Home to global giants and 
over 3,000 further companies, the UK’s aerospace supply-chain is mature and 
dynamic. 

The combination of efficient supply chains, alongside world-beating innovation, 
has driven 30% productivity growth in the past five years. As a result, the UK’s 
global aerospace market share is 18% with a current order-book of more than 
13,000 aircraft worth GBP 195 billion. This is matched in the defence sector, 
which is the world’s second largest defence exporter, experiencing 18% growth 
since 2010 with over 9,000 defence companies based in the UK.8

A strong start-up culture around distinct tech clusters, active venture capital, 
world-leading universities, the lowest corporation tax in the G20, and notable 
strengths in electronic systems, communications, data management and 
analytics, cloud services, AI, cyber security, and sensors make the UK a high-
value strategic partner on the international manufacturing stage. 

It is important to note that the UK’s success has also been enabled by active 
and open Government trade policy. 

The UK’s expertise closely aligns and compliments India’s manufacturing and 
engineering ambition to develop a clear comparative advantage in high-value, 
efficient production. UK and Indian businesses want to transfer knowledge, 
collaborate, and partner, particularly in realising industry 4.0. However, this is 
not without barriers.

Sources

7. SMMT, UK in pole 
position in £62 billion self-
driving car race, 2019
8. ADS, Industry Facts and 
Figures, 2019
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The following sections of this report identify opportunities and barriers faced 
by advanced manufacturing and engineering businesses. Our subsequent 
recommendations represent high-impact ease of doing business reforms that 
the UK India Business Council believe will result in even more FDI into India.
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GOVERNMENT TO GOVERNMENT

Government-to-Government engagement is one of the biggest drivers of 
manufacturing demand - none more so than in aerospace and defence 
manufacturing. Such interactions showcase capabilities, partnership potential, 
generate high-level ‘buy-in’, and sets the tone for more efficient negotiations.
 
Government dialogues are further enhanced by regular consultations with 
business enabling informed high-impact decisions that best target investment.

Future aerospace and defence technologies are increasingly delivered through 
collaborative programmes and here it is clear that UK capabilities and India’s 
interests are closely aligned. UK businesses are further willing to manufacture 
in India, helping the Ministry of Defence meet its indigenisation target of 70%.

In particular, UK defence and aerospace companies urge the UK Government 
to proactively engage their Indian counterparts in commercial deals, particularly 
Foreign Military Sales (FMS) contracts, which could prove more effective than 
the global tendering process.

BARRIERS TO SUPPLYING GOVERNMENT DEMAND
UK businesses and MNCs understand that offset policies intend to support the 
indigenisation of India’s defence manufacturing sector and national security 
interests. To this end, the Indian government has improved offset requirements 
in defence procurement policies, and relaxed FDI rules over the last decade. 
However, businesses say they would be willing to invest if rules were further 
improved. 

Current defence offset requirements for joint ventures to have a majority of 
Indian company holdings (51% to 49%) in order to access Government contract 
opportunities can be particularly hard to achieve due to unclear definitions 
and delays. Furthermore, current interpretation of offset policy only allows the 
contracting entity to discharge offsets, and not any of its subsidiaries or sister 
organisations as in other parts of the world.

In sectors such as defence and aerospace manufacturing, which require the 
development of previously uncertified high-tech, niche technologies, the 
approval process can be slow. Likewise, given the size of contracts in advanced 
manufacturing projects, whether in defence or mining, payments can regularly 
become delayed, eroding trust between contracting parties. 

UK companies in the defence sector believe that simplification of the Defence 
Procurement Policy and offset policy, as well as enabling further FDI, will move 
India closer to achieving its key objectives.
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ENHANCING INDIA’S ADVANTAGE
THROUGH TARIFFS AND TAXATION

Global competition for investment is fierce, meaning India has to remain 
competitive across a range of factors. India is a source of efficient, high quality, 
and competitively priced manufacturing. However, the competitive edge is 
blunted when adding tariff and taxation costs, which remain among the highest 
of the developed world. Strategic and targeted reform to India’s tariff and taxation 
system could improve the ease of doing business the most. These focus around:
 
1. Taking the GST to the next stage
2. Improving India’s tax competitiveness
3. Simplifying the customs process
4. Upholding and defending the sanctity of contracts.

THE TAX AND TARIFF BARRIERS 
UKIBC’s fourth ‘Annual Doing Business in India Report: The UK Perspective’ 
published in November 2018 reveals the top barriers UK companies encounter 
in India to be ‘legal and regulatory issues’ and ‘taxation issues’. Though 
progress has been made in the last five years, for advanced manufacturing and 
engineering firms these remain the biggest barriers to operating in India.
 
ON TARIFFS
As Table 1 shows, compared to international customs and tariff procedures, 
India’s import duty is high and complex to negotiate. Businesses report 
experiencing frequently inconsistent fees and time to land and clear customs 
is excessive. 

These costs and complexities extend to high rates of withholding tax on 
profit repatriation, which, as seen below, can be as high as 40%. Businesses 
investing in India need to be able to return profits from their investment in order 
to demonstrate return on their investment (ROI). Higher reported ROIs in turn 
incentivise further investment, whilst tight profit repatriation requirements can 
disincentivise the very investment the rules were created to encourage. 

TABLE 1 – AVERAGE IMPORT DUTIES AND CORPORATION TAXES OF BRIC 
NATIONS AND THE UK

INDIAMEASURE BRAZIL CHINA RUSSIA UK

30%

40%

5.8%

34%

25%

8.6%

25%

10%

3.8%

20%

20%

3.6%

19%

20%

1.8%AVERAGE IMPORT 
DUTY9

AVERAGE 
CORPORATION

TAX RATE10

TOP WITHHOLDING 
TAX RATES ON 

INTEREST11
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ON TAX
India has one of the least competitive tax regimes in the developed world, and 
far higher that almost all its BRIC nation counterparts, including China. A 30% 
tax rate together with additional dividend distribution taxes of 20% is a strong 
barrier to investment, a tangible dis-incentive for collaboration, and weakens 
India’s price advantage in international high-quality manufacturing markets.
 
Whilst the implementation of GST has gone a long way towards standardising 
India’s tax system and introducing transparency, it is still complex compared 
to international goods and services tax frameworks and needs further 
rationalisation. The UK India Business Council is pleased that the Government 
of India recognises this and intends to introduce further simplification.

The GST has overlooked prior business-to-Government inter-state taxation 
agreements without providing mechanisms to redress agreed inter-state 
tax incentives. This unintended consequence is proving costly for several 
manufacturing firms that were planning to expand and invest further across 
India. 

These taxation and tariff-based barriers pose significant ease of doing business 
issues – both real and reputational. Addressing these issues through reform 
enables the transfer of knowledge, technology, and material necessary to 
fulfilling India’s manufacturing sector ambitions.

Sources

9. World Bank, Tariff rate, 
applied, weighted mean, all 
products (%), 2017
10. KPMG, Corporate Tax 
Rates Table, 2019
11. Deloitte, Withholding 
Tax Rates, 2019
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ADVANCING THE OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

Since coming to power in 2014, the BJP-led Government has made important 
improvements to the ease of doing business and introduced a range of reforms 
and initiatives that have transformed the operating environment in India. The 
Government of India, however, recognises that for international companies to 
take advantage of this improving landscape, invest, and set up manufacturing 
bases in India, particularly in defence, further regulatory reform is necessary. 
This section identifies existing barriers to trade and investment, which, if 
removed, would lead to increased FDI into India.

POLICY CONTINUITY
Significant variation in the regulation and bureaucracy between States makes 
operating across India difficult. Continuity and consistency of policy, both 
nationally and between States, enables compliance and reduces regulatory 
arbitrage which pose a very real barrier to business confidence. 

Prominent examples include policy on emissions targets for renewable 
resources, which omits the important role transitional low-carbon technology 
can play to lower emissions of current fossil fuel infrastructure. 

Likewise, new national policy on the use and application of drone technology 
has the potential to be an extremely positive contribution towards establishing 
a new drone market and standardising the rules of engagement. However, 
inconsistencies between intricate policy provisions are generating confusion, 
blocking investment in developing drone technology in India. This is also 
important for gas, infrastructure, and mining which are increasingly reliant on 
drones to survey project progress.

India’s Personal Data Protection Bill is a welcome step towards global norms 
and will have significant implications for businesses ability to harness the UK 
and India’s immense complementarities in AI and data. However, it is not yet 
clear that the Bill’s provisions, particularly on data localisation, are sector-
agnostic and consistent with multiple sector-based data policies that currently 
exist across healthcare, e-commerce, and digital communications. 

Further business consultation at the draft-policy stage ensures consistency of 
policy and reduces compliance costs for business and enforcement costs for 
Government.

LABOUR AVAILABILITY AND MOBILITY 
Labour mobility is key to improving the operating environment. Currently 
however, it is difficult for businesses with facilities in the UK and India to 
maintain a dynamic exchange of skills and knowledge particularly important to 
technological innovation in manufacturing.

To reduce barriers – real and perceived – for talent mobility, the UK India 
Business Council believes it is important that both Governments work together to 
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ADVANCING THE OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

Sources

12. Aspiring Minds, National 
Employability Report, 2016

re-classify India as a “low-risk” country in terms of immigration to the UK. These 
issues are compounded by the slowly improving availability of skilled labour 
within India. With systematic pressure to increase the number of young Indians 
going through higher education, this cannot be at the expense of ensuring all 
graduates are skilled and employable.

According to a 2016 report more than 80% of engineers in India are 
‘unemployable’.12 Though not limited to engineering, the gap between ambition 
and labour capabilities are particularly salient in India’s advanced manufacturing 
sector. To bridge the skills gap, firms are increasingly turning to in-house training 
– a costly not available for the majority of SMEs in the wider supply chain. 

Commitment from the Indian Government to expand higher education whilst 
improving access, excellence, and employability will go a long way to meeting 
the future needs of industry. Likewise ensuring all Indian higher education 
institutions can collaborate with their international counterparts based on 
expertise rather than ranking will improve the transfer of knowledge.

SUPPLY CHAIN ECOSYSTEM
Collaboration between business, start-ups, and higher education institutions, 
crucial to the development of a healthy manufacturing supply-chain ecosystem, 
is still at an early stage in India. 

Under-developed supply-chains add to the costs of making in India. This 
compounds reliance on imported components, skills, and materials which is 
costly and inefficient as outlined earlier in this report. 

Though barriers to expanding between States would usually facilitate the 
development of strong localised industry clusters, this has yet to emerge in 
Indian manufacturing, as it has in the IT and tech sectors. It takes time and 
nurturing through policies and incentives. The UK-India Tech Partnership’s 
cluster-to-cluster approach recognises the potential is clearly there to develop 
this in the manufacturing technology sector. 

Cluster-based approaches to developing manufacturing supply-chains 
encourage the purchase of technology, skills, components, materials, and 
assistance through commanding a bigger market share. This boosts impact and 
incentive, securing better prices and facilitating the transfer of innovation and 
skills.

The development of strong and reliable supply-chain ecosystems also relies on 
clear ownership and IP maintenance with confidence in the sanctity of contracts. 
Whilst there are comparatively fewer IP issues in the manufacturing sector in 
India than its competitors, IP enforcement could still be strengthened to boost 
confidence and properly incentivise long-term investment and foster the complex 
supply-chains necessary for a world-class manufacturing sector.
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FUTURETECH MANUFACTURING

Digital manufacturing techniques embedded early in the development of India’s 
advanced manufacturing sector will enable a comparative advantage.

Almost all advancements in manufacturing are now rooted in digital innovation. 
The IoT relies on a complex web of industrial sensors delivering real-time 
performance data. Industrial robots are getting cheaper, smaller, and more 
sensitive, carrying out more roles to greater accuracy as they enhance the 
work carried out by humans. These developments, coupled with increasingly 
powerful software, are shifting the analytic focus from reactive analysis of past 
events towards more prescriptive and predictive analytics.
 
In collaboration with the UK, India has a unique opportunity to adopt and lead in 
the use of emerging technologies.

DIGITAL BARRIERS
Though UK and Indian manufacturing firms want to do business with each 
other, particularly in the sphere of technological innovation, there are significant 
hurdles in unlocking the full potential of technology-based investment decisions. 

India’s regulation on the use of personal and machine data – vital to developing 
AI and machine learning in the sector - is still emerging, meaning that there is 
still significant perceived risk attached to advanced data-based collaboration. 

Ensuring the Government of India’s draft Personal Data Protection Bill outlines 
data localisation provisions that are intuitive, narrowly defined, and sector-
agnostic will support UK-India digital collaboration on the basis of reciprocity. 
Data is the lifeblood of innovation and regulation that either restricts the flow of 
data or is exposed to several overlapping sector-based laws governing the use 
of data, could have a significant impact on the potential to harness that data.
 
The proposal to establish a UK-India Advanced Manufacturing Catapult can 
act as a catalyst for UK and Indian companies to co-create high-impact future 
technologies. Strong India-UK technology collaboration platforms, such as the 
Catapult, that enable business and academia to drive and focuss on areas of 
opportunity, supported by both governments will make a significant difference in 
enabling companies to access the market.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Across our multiple consultations with advanced manufacturing and engineering 
businesses across the UK-India corridor, nine recommendations consistently 
emerged as the biggest steps to unlock the full potential of UK FDI in India:

the ongoing simplification and reform of India’s defence 
procurement and offset policies would encourage foreign 
investment, provide greater access to technology, and accelerate 
the indigenisation of both India’s defence equipment and the 
development of its wider manufacturing sector. Following 
international best practice for discharging offsets will boost ‘Make 
in India’ and significantly promote exports from India.

STRENGTHENING 
INTERNATIONAL 
PARTNERSHIPS 

IN DEFENCE 
MANUFACTURING 

further enabling FDI in defence will encourage foreign business 
to manufacture in India facilitating the transfer of technology, 
global standards, and expertise with indigenous partners. This 
helps build a supply-chain ecosystem for India to develop larger 
and more complex defence programmes.

EXPANDING FDI 
IN DEFENCE 

simplified regulation supporting effective enforcement and 
compliance will reduce bottlenecks for businesses and the costs 
of implementation and bureaucracy for Government. Efficient 
customs procedures can tackle potential day-to-day corruption 
opportunities whilst lower import tariffs empower international 
business to invest and manufacture in India.

FAST, 
EFFICIENT, AND 
TRANSPARENT 

CUSTOMS 
APPROVALS 

matching globally competitive levels of corporation and withholding 
tax rates will encourage rapid expansion, especially for SMEs and 
start-ups critical to a heathy supply-chain. Incentivising greater 
profit repatriation will ensure international investors see greater 
returns on their investment and therefore have greater incentive 
to invest further into India.

Likewise, simplifying the GST will help India become more 
attractive to international manufacturing companies. This further 
reciprocates the low corporation tax rates Indian business benefit 
from in the UK, incentivising Indian firms to invest in India as 
much as they do abroad.

GLOBALLY 
COMPETITIVE 

TAXATION 
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bilateral G2G dialogues need to occur regularly between all 
levels of UK and Indian Government by default. Buy-in from 
Government helps to ease negotiations and showcase how we 
can be better and relevant partners. 

Ensuring regular G2G dialogues also consult business-partners 
further underlines our manufacturing expertise, capability, and 
need with one powerful voice on the international stage. This 
reiterates our manufacturing offer with Government where 
demand in the sector, especially in aerospace and defence, is 
directly generated.

INCREASED 
GOVERNMENT 

TO 
GOVERNMENT 
INTERACTIONS 

ensuring that new policies and reforms to tariff and taxation 
structures respect pre-existing contracts and international 
arbitration decisions will boost investor confidence. Greater 
business consultation at the draft-policy stage reduces compliance 
and enforcement costs for both business and Government, whilst 
also ensuring consistency of policy. 

CONSISTENT 
IMPLEMENTATION 

AND 
ENFORCEMENT 

OF POLICY 

strong Intellectual Property is the cornerstone of innovation. 
Strengthening India’s IP enforcement enhances India’s 
manufacturing sectors confidence and comparative advantage in 
the region, especially in the ease of developing and deploying 
digital technology. 

STRENGTHENING 
IP 

ENFORCEMENT 

establishing an India-UK Advanced Manufacturing Technology 
Catapult in India will facilitate the co-creation of technologies 
applicable in both countries and globally, commercialise and 
improve access to these technologies, and efficiently connect 
industry, higher education institutions, SMEs, and start-ups.

STRATEGIC 
SUPPORT 

FOR DIGITAL 
MANUFACTURING 

both Government’s working together will go a long-way to 
increase the number of talented Indian students and employees 
contributing to the UK economy and growing the ‘living bridge’ 
between India and the UK.

RE-CLASSIFYING 
INDIA AS A 

‘LOW-RISK’ TO 
BOOST LABOUR 

MOBILITY 
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CONCLUSION

The Government of India is right to be open to international collaboration on the 
basis of what each country can offer India. The UK’s advanced manufacturing 
and engineering offer is grounded in innovation, leading the world in aerospace, 
defence, future mobility, and digital manufacturing. 

To this end, UK businesses are eager and willing partners that can add significant 
value through mutual and reciprocal knowledge, skills, and technology transfer. 
However, as this report highlights, there are several key market access barriers 
that limit FDI into India. 

This report, crucially, demonstrates confidence from the business community 
that should strategic reform be under-taken, this could prove immensely powerful 
for improving the ease of doing business and, subsequently, accelerate India’s 
journey to becoming a 21st century manufacturing superpower.
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GET IN TOUCH

UK INDIA BUSINESS COUNCIL
LONDON
15th Floor, Citibase, Millbank Tower
21-24 Millbank London SW1P 4QP
enquiries@ukibc.com
Tel: +44 (0)20 7592 3040

UK INDIA BUSINESS CENTRE
MUMBAI
Trade Centre G/F & 1st Floor,
Bandra East,
Mumbai,
Maharashtra 400051
enquiriesindia@ukibc.com

UK INDIA BUSINESS CENTRE
BANGALORE
Concorde Towers, UB City,
1 Vittal Mallya Road, Level 14 & 15,
Bengaluru, Karnataka 560001
enquiriesindia@ukibc.com
Tel: +91 (0) 806 7590 319

UK INDIA BUSINESS CENTRE
GURGAON
WeWork DLF Forum, Cyber City,
Phase III, Sector 24,
Gurugram Haryana – 122002
enquiriesindia@ukibc.com
Tel: +91 (0) 124 502 6059

DOING BUSINESS IN INDIA HELPLINE
For support call +44 (0)20 7592 3040

WEBSITE
www.ukibc.com

WHO ARE WE?

The UK India Business Council 
believes passionately that the UK-
India business partnership creates 
jobs and growth in both countries. 
Through our insights, networks, 
and policy advocacy, we support 
businesses to succeed.


